CIELLO
SLIM SILHOUETTE

Ciello ensures relaxed sitting and offers an
impressively slim silhouette. The curvature in the
backrest takes the strain off the spine. The secret
of its compact form lies in the innovative DLX®
Duo-Latex upholstery. Ciello is popular with
creative thinkers and decision-makers with an eye
for consistent design and natural comfort.
| Counteracts neck and back pain and central
fatigue.
| Dynamic sitting counteracts a one-sided, rigid
posture.
| Gentle support thanks to DLX®
| Prevents curvature of the back.

Design: Matthias Dohm

Neck support. Gently
supports the neck muscles.
Height-adjustable.

Point-synchronised
mechanism. For dynamic
physiological movements.
Prevents a harmful, rigid posture.
Lockable in three different
positions

Optional, “Air-Support” lumbar
support. The integrated air cushion is
height and depth-adjustable. The
backrest adjusts to different body sizes
and supports the lower back.

YEARS
WARRANTY

Z-armrests. Adjustable by 10 cm in
height and 2.5 cm in depth forwards

MF arm supports. Multifunctional:
height-adjustable by 11.5 cm and
horizontally adjustable by 8 cm
forwards. Each armrest is widthadjustable by 5 (+3) cm and swivels
by 30° to the left/right. It can be
locked in the selected position.

4F arm supports. Four functions:
height-adjustable by 11 cm and
horizontally adjustable by 5 cm
forwards. Each armrest is widthadjustable by 2.5 (+3) cm and
swivels by 30° to the left/right.

Design armrests

DLX® (Duo-Latex) mesh covering.
Breathable two-layer technology
with flexible latex fabric for optimum
pressure distribution in the seat and
back prevents pressure points and
stimulates the circulation.

Patented adjustment of the
counter-pressure in the backrest
to individual body weight thanks to
user-friendly rapid adjustment
system.

Leather padding. More design,
more comfort: the design armrest
with leather padding, colour-coded
to match the Ciello leather variants.
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